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Creatures

I.

Nothing more fragile, nothing more simple:
time gets lost if I believe we’ll have time
to count all the forms of happiness.

On the screen I follow pictures of the ocean: it divides us,
it’s cold, at every veering of birds
your body and mine might be transformed.

Tonight the ocean touched your belly because you dreamed it,
a strange Europe caressed my back.

I press my face, the shape of your face
two hemispheres.
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II.

Creature, tracce del fuoco. 
Sul muro segnavi le prime lettere.

Ti ho pensato una treccia nella fiamma
si apre viola, cade strato dopo strato.

Attraverseremo il tempo come le icone sopra il fondo
senza tempo del quadro: creature

che non si possono dire
che ti vincono.
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To Know How to Approach

To know how to approach.
How we see the riddle of distance 
from here to where the places we’ve lived thicken.
I summon the islands of heather and ice
the Atlantic dawn
a plane in ascent
hard verses of gulls like fine chains.

To seek nudity. Farther south 
the cliffs open to a broad plain
and the animals are unmoving
a concert shrouds itself:
you thought of their varicolor,
finding in some nook of your tongue
sour apple, red berries,
the prairie pressed by fog
bogged in its movement.  

To look out on the sea 
from above, repeat the vertigo
of the plain’s base
in counterweight.
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I gazed out and the space was ampler
a parched sundial of capers and lava
stretched to limestone, dorsal heaths.
Maybe the men down there on Europe
watched me. Maybe I ask
are they entwined in the places I saw
in a single brief how to say
what are my meager years
through the clash of South and North.

Every place belongs to others.
I place each with no ancestry.
I offer scent, I receive damp aridness.
They bathe or kill us.

You were at the highest point of the cliff
in the Northern wind, sharp, lunar.

You who live in them now, approach each other.
I look out, jump—
from rock to rock over the remains.
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Seventh Scene

We’d extend our hands 
assessing their edges’ cracked skin.
It’s a scene visible 
behind a part of me retreating,
light sustains all things
paper and digital; you sustain yourself
delivered to the door where
emerging onto the ice you open me.
                This second scene
leaves me creature among mankind,
you man among the creatures degrading—
balcony, copper pipe, tangle of clouds,
a silhouette that speaks.
                In the third scene we talk 
motionless across a screen in the ether
particles or material subspecies
the acts they call language
or true language, sinuous, unconscious.
                I can tell you
real time, in real time you can
tell me, both blinded by the blue light,
the luck of knowing how to open
a fourth scene
where the fragments of others enter
and we recover, banding ourselves
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to a schedule and a word—
the red, imaginary news
has sunk behind the horizon,
one moment for the world to become—
when there in the fifth, sixth, seventh scene 
will be the mailman or the guy from the bar
or even your father and my mother
sinking always further into themselves.
             In this way I’d returned, in the fifth scene,
to the secret you had erased for a world
that entered the room withdrawing.
Then in the sixth we were in line
at the station, with our eyes and a bill
folded between hand and table—
a self-trust, a respect.
              In the seventh scene I return 
breathe in that unreal product 
of screen, color, face and voice, far
and bright, chaotic collisions, temperatures, 
while the pure thought of me
is no longer me
though you save it, and the eager trials
of this fight for our place
are accidents,
storms.
                A primitive, guttural sound:
the sending of nothing to others is nothing—
our seventh scene is the seventh day,
the life they want to steal
blank is naked.
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Aquatic Centre

Stretched out on the bed you see shapes,
curves that enter and spirals that evade.
The transparent organs overhead open
become a soft line chasing itself,
cleansing the breath’s dark colors—the color of blood,
or that depth of flesh where bees breed.

Nothing regenerates, but all is prolonged, infinite
in the line that cleans objects and makes things
to think, inhabit: a huge egg, for example,
breaks without spilling and whiteness fills
the angles of the ceiling, opens an arch, a door
between continents.

Between sky and water this building
shines in endless light:
you could open it, open yourself
to a tongue of harsh tones,
return to the other’s round sleep
finding again tones like windows on the sea
or the suspension bridge over the park
where people stretched on the grass are bees
and the sun’s warmth wards off death
even if in years, millions, one day
it explodes. 
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You follow those other lines, of species,
as though knowing to be born 
won’t be violence, but a phenomenon of gaze,
and from the bed you let sex crawl
the contours of this building
in its white under storm rays,
the star just before
it explodes.

Life is everywhere, in the curved line
we inhabit as though thinking.
Now as I think of them the bees leave my mouth.




